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MODULE � 

making paper

Time
2 hoursх40 min

maTerialS
Paper 
Newspapers
Bowls
Electric hand mixer 
or food processor 
(or wooden spoons) 
Water
Chopping boards
Knives
Rolling pins
Photocopies of sheet A4

SkillS
Dexterity 
Accuracy 
Creativity 
Team work 

keywordS
Paper
Wood-pulp
Recycling
Ecology

CroSS-CurriCular 
aCTiviTy
Art
PSHE (Customs 
& traditions) 
History 

Overview

Making recycled paper. 

Aims

To understand the role of plants in paper production.  
To recognise the difference between production from raw materials and recycling. 
Through discussion, to consider recycling and its ecological benefits. 
To consider sustainability of natural resources.

Teaching sequence

1. Divide the children into groups of � or 5 to work together. 

�. Children tear newspaper into small pieces (about as large as confetti) and place in a 
bowl.  

�. Add water gradually and stir vigorously (a hand mixer can be used).

�. When the mixture is a uniform consistency, children should press it with their hands, to 
squeeze out some of the excess water. Spread the pulp over the wooden board. One 
end of the board should be raised slightly so that the water can drain away. The mixture 
should be pressed firmly using a rolling pin, making sure that the sheet of pulp is spread 
evenly. 

5. Using a knife cut the wet paper sheet to form a shape. For added effect leaves can be 
arranged on the paper and left in the sun – in this way the imprint/silhouette of the leaf will 
be left on the paper. Children can add lemon peel or other scented plant material into the 
paper mix.

6. Leave the paper to dry for several hours (days if possible).

7. Distribute the activity sheet A� (� sheets). In groups children should discuss how paper   
 is used in their houses and complete the � A� sheets.

8. In groups, discuss the importance of recycling. Each group feeds back and arguments 
are recorded on a whiteboard as a mind map. 

9. Using the mind map for inspiration, ask the children to write a short poem or piece of cre-
ative writing about recycling in their science notebooks. It can be copied onto the paper 
they have created and displayed. 

Teachers’ notes

Health and Safety 

If you decide to use a hand mixer/food processor instead of wooden spoons, take appropriate 
H&S precautions. There is no set timing for these lessons since it is suitable for any time of 
year. Remember that you will need time for the paper to dry completely.

Plants in Art 
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Paper and papyrus

The Media Gallery Art M� History of paper making has more information about the history of paper.  
Papyrus is a water plant which comes from tropical Africa. In ancient times, wild papyrus grew all along the valley of the 
River Nile. More than �000 years ago, the Egyptians discovered that its stems could be made into a kind of paper they 
named papyrus, after the plant, which we can still see as Egyptian scrolls in museums. 
 
The preparation of papyrus was complex. First, the core of the stem had to be separated and cut into long thin strips. 
These strips were placed next to each other on a smooth board, and washed with water. Another layer of stem sections were 
then placed over them at a right angle/crosswise. The strips were squashed down with a press and left to dry in the sun. 
Papyrus sheets were built up by gluing two layers together. The glue came from the papyrus sap.  
They also used this glue to stick together separate sheets of papyrus to make a scroll up to �0 metres long. In later times, they 
stitched the separate sheets together - inventing books! 
 
Many years later, the Chinese discovered a way to produce paper from bamboo.
 
Today paper is made by tightly pressing together plant fibres which become interwoven and as a result stick together without the 
need for glue. 
The material most often used in paper production is wood-pulp from suitable tree species; usually trees with soft wood, such as 
spruce or eucalyptus. However, paper can also be made from other plant fibres including cotton, flax, hemp and rice. 

Used paper can be recycled to make new paper. Most newspapers are made from recycled paper. Every tonne of recycled 
paper saves approximately �0 trees.



Making paper

Take	an	imaginary	walk	around	your	home.	What	can	you	find	that	is	made	of	paper	or	
cardboard	in	these	places?

Hallway

Bedroom

Living-room

Kitchen	/	dining-room

Bathroom

Other	(attic,	garage,	utility	room	etc.)

A4



In	groups	discuss	and	note	down	why	trees	are	important.

What	can	we	do	to	help	protect	trees?

Why	is	recycling	beneficial?		

Think	of	other	things	in	everyday	life	that	are	made	from	plants.	Write	down	examples.

A4

    Today I learned 


